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Abstract: This paper presents a synaptic driving circuit design for processing in-memory (PIM)
hardware with a thin-film transistor (TFT) embedded flash (eFlash) for a binary/ternary-weight
neural network (NN). An eFlash-based synaptic cell capable of programming negative weight values
to store binary/ternary weight values (i.e., ±1, 0) and synaptic driving circuits for erase, program,
and read operations of synaptic arrays have been proposed. The proposed synaptic driving circuits
improve the calculation accuracy of PIM operation by precisely programming the sensing current of
the eFlash synaptic cell to the target current (50 nA ± 0.5 nA) using a pulse train. In addition, during
PIM operation, the pulse-width modulation (PWM) conversion circuit converts 8-bit input data into
one continuous PWM pulse to minimize non-linearity in the synaptic sensing current integration
step of the neuron circuit. The prototype chip, including the proposed synaptic driving circuit, PWM
conversion circuit, neuron circuit, and digital blocks, is designed and laid out as the accelerator for
binary/ternary weighted NN with a size of 324 × 80 × 10 using a 0.35 µm CMOS process. Hybrid
bonding technology using bump bonding and wire bonding is used to package the designed CMOS
accelerator die and TFT eFlash-based synapse array dies into a single chip package.

Keywords: thin-film transistor (TFT); embedded flash (eFlash); binary/ternary weight; neural
network; processing-in-memory (PIM); accelerator; synapse cell; hybrid bonding

1. Introduction

Neural networks are widely used in various fields, such as regression analysis, pattern
recognition, and clustering, thanks to their powerful performance [1–5]. Since numerous
multiply accumulate operations and massive memory access for storing intermediate data
and weights are required to process them in hardware, learning and inference of the neural
network model have been performed using a cloud server. Recently, light-weighted neural
network models have been developed that show little performance degradation when
performing inference with quantized weights and activations [6–8] or using architectural
design strategies with few parameters [9–12]. Therefore, energy-efficient hardware acceler-
ators are being developed for edge computing that performs inference in the edge device
instead of the data center, which provides advantages such as high responsiveness, reduced
bandwidth cost, and data security.

Since the DRAM memory access energy is much greater than the computation energy,
it is essential to minimize data movement to implement a high-energy-efficient accelerator
for edge devices [13,14] Conventional Von Neumann structures have high design flexibility
and high computational accuracy but show long latency and low energy efficiency due to
massive data movement between memory and computing blocks [14–17]. Therefore, to
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solve this problem, a processing-in-memory (PIM) structure [18–25] has been proposed
recently. The PIM structure can achieve high energy efficiency and low latency from low
data movement and massively parallel operation using memory with a built-in computation
function. As memory for synaptic weights, high-performance SRAM can be implemented
with a standard CMOS logic process. However, due to the limitations of volatile memory,
DRAM access can inevitably occur to write the pre-trained weights whenever the power of
the edge device is turned on. Non-volatile memories such as RRAM [23–25] and embedded
flash (eFlash) [26] can be used to solve this problem, but RRAM has the technical difficulties
of implementing large-capacity memories and low program resistance values. So, when
the PIM structure operates in current mode, it can consume significant power due to low
program resistance and be sensitively affected by IR voltage drop due to parasitic resistance
components of the layout.

Recently, hardware that applies a single thin-film transistor (TFT) eFlash device to a
spiking neural network (SNN) has been reported [26], but it is not suitable for a deep neural
network (DNN) because negative weight values cannot be programmed. Additionally, the
process for TFT eFlash devices requires a high temperature (≥800 ◦C), so it is challenging
to implement TFT eFlash devices after the standard CMOS logic process with aluminum
metallization to fabricate monolithic 3D ICs. Furthermore, since the PIM structures typically
employ analog processing instead of digital processing, eFlash device variations and
mismatch can severely degrade inference accuracy when offline-learned synaptic weights
are used in the hardware [20].

In this paper, we propose a TFT eFlash-based synaptic cell capable of programming
negative weight values, a pulse-width modulation (PWM) conversion circuit for good
linearity, and a synaptic array driving circuit that precisely programs the sensing current of
the eFlash device into the target current (=50 nA ± 0.5 nA) using a program pulse train.
In addition, hybrid bonding technology is proposed for single packaging of the proposed
synaptic driving circuit die and the TFT eFlash-based synapse array die.

2. System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the overall block diagram of the TFT eFlash-based neural network
accelerator. The prototype chip is designed as a binary/ternary weighted NN with a
size of 384 × 80 × 10, considering the die size. The 1st and 2nd synapse arrays with a
crossbar structure have sizes of 384 × 80 and 80 × 10, respectively. After erasing both
eFlash synapse arrays for inference, the pre-trained synaptic weights are programmed into
the first and second synapse arrays, respectively. The 8-bit input data is stored in each row
of the first synapse array through the deserializer circuit and is converted into 256-level
time information through PWM. Then, the converted pulses are transmitted to the word
line (WL) of the first synapse array. That is, the input image x is processed to generate the
jth intermediate output current Io1,j in the column direction of the first synapse array by the
synaptic weight matrix WIJ stored in the first synapse array of 384 × 80 size as follows:

Io1,j = Icell ×
(

384

∑
n=1

ωnj × xn + bj

)
, j ∈ (1, 2, 3, . . . , 80) (1)

where Icell is the read current of the synapse, ωnj is the (n, j)th element of WIJ, xn is the nth
pixel of x, and bj is the bias for Io1,j. The first neuron circuit receives Io1 and outputs a pulse
for the input of the second synapse array of 80 × 10 size. The width of the output pulse
PWOUT is proportional to the input current, and the rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used as
an activation function for non-linear operation as follows:

PWOUT,j = max
(

0,
Io1,j

M× IREF

)
, j ∈ (1, 2, 3, . . . , 80) (2)

where M is the scaling factor, and IREF is the reference current used during conversion. The
ReLU-processed PWOUT is processed to generate the kth output current Io2,k in the column
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direction of the second synapse array by the synaptic weight matrix WJK stored in the
second synapse of 80 × 10 size as follows:

Io2,k = Icell ×
(

80

∑
n=1

ωnk × PWOUT,n + bk

)
, k ∈ (1, 2, 3, . . . , 10) (3)

where ωnk is the (n, k)th element of WJK, and bk is the bias for Io2,k. Io2 is converted to the
8-bit digital value by the second neuron circuit as

DOUT,k = A/D
(

Io2,k

M× IREF

)
, k ∈ (1, 2, 3, . . . , 10) (4)

where A/D represents analog-to-digital conversion. DOUT is output through the serializer to
obtain the final output value. As an activation function of the last layer, the proposed structure
converts DOUT,k into a probability value Ok using the Softmax function for classification as

Ok =
eDOUT,k

∑10
n=1 eDOUT,n

, k ∈ (1, 2, 3, . . . , 10) (5)
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed neural network accelerator with eFlash synapse array.

In the prototype chip, the Softmax function is handled off the chip. The proposed
architecture has three clock domains: a 4-phase 32-MHz clock for pulse width modula-
tion of 8-bit digital input, an 8-MHz clock for system control, serializer, and deserializer,
and an 8-kHz clock for erasing and programming the eFlash synapse arrays. Except for
synaptic driving circuits and neuron circuits, digital blocks are designed using a hardware
description language and synthesized with Auto placement and routing (PnR).

3. Circuit Description
3.1. TFT eFlash-Based Synapse Cell

Figure 2 shows the schematic cross-sectional views of the fabrication steps of the
fully CMOS-compatible eFlash synaptic device [26]. After the formation of the p-body,
n+ poly-Si is deposited via low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). Through
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) and chemical dry etching (CDE), n+ source/drain
(S/D) are identified. Poly-Si is used as a channel material, and a gate insulator stack of
Al2O3/Si3N4/SiO2 (A/N/O) is formed. The metal gate of TiN is formed through metal-
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Finally, after the formation of the passivation
layer, metal wires are formed through sputtering.
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Figure 2. Schematic process cross-section of an eFlash cell fully compatible with CMOS process: (a) p-
body formation via LPCVD and implantation; (b) n+ poly-Si deposition via LPCVD; (c) CMP & CDE;
(d) poly-Si channel formation; (e) gate insulator stack formation; (f) metal gate via MOCVD & inter
layer dielectrics (ILD).

Table 1 shows the bias conditions for each operation mode of the charge-trapped flash
(CTF) type TFT eFlash cell in Figure 2. The erase operation (ERS) of the TFT eFlash cell
makes the cell current less than 50 pA in an OFF state and applies to erase voltage (VERS),
0 V, 0 V, and 0 V to the word line (WL), the drain line (DL), source line (SL), and p-poly line
(PL), respectively. When VERS is applied with a single pulse of 8 V, electron injection occurs
from the bulk of the eFlash cell to the charge-trapping insulator; thus, the erase operation
lowers the cell current to 50 pA or less by increasing cell threshold voltage VT. When data is
‘1’ in program mode (PGM), WL, DL, SL, and PL are applied with 0 V, floating, floating, and
program voltage (VPGM), respectively, to discharge electrons from the insulator to p-poly
so that the cell current has a target current of about 50 nA when the cell is in the ON state.
During the program operation, a 1-ms program pulse at 7 V is applied 100 times and a
program-verify-read (PVR) operation is performed for each pulse in the synaptic driving
circuit. If the eFlash cell current is less than 50 nA, the program operation is continuously
performed on the TFT eFlash cell. If the eFlash cell current is more than 50nA, the program
pulse is masked using circuitry so that the program operation does not occur in the cell and
the cell current is maintained at the target current of 50 nA. When data is ‘0’ in program
mode, the erase state is maintained by applying 0 V to both WL and PL. Lastly, in read
mode, VRD (=1.5 V) and VDL (=2 V) are applied to the selected WL and DL, while 0 V is
applied to SL and PL. With the bias condition, an OFF current (<50 pA) flows from a cell
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programmed with data ‘0’, whereas an ON current of 50 nA flows from a cell programmed
with data ‘1’.

Table 1. Bias conditions of TFT eFlash cell for each operation mode.

Operation Node WL DL SL PL

ERS Chip Erase VERS 0 V 0 V 0 V

PGM

Sel. WL & Sel. DL/SL 0 V Floating Floating VPGM
Sel. WL & Unsel. DL/SL 0 V Floating Floating 0 V
Unsel. WL & Sel. DL/SL VINHP Floating Floating VPGM

Unsel. WL & Unsel. DL/SL VINHP Floating Floating 0 V

Read
Sel. WL & Sel. DL/SL VRD VDL 0 V 0 V

Unsel. WL & Sel. DL/SL 0 V VDL 0 V 0 V

In a binary/ternary weighted NN, synaptic cells that can program weights of +1,
−1, and 0 are required. Table 2 shows the functional truth table of the newly proposed
synaptic cell with weights of +1, −1, and 0. As shown in Table 2, when the input data and
synaptic weight are 1 and +1, respectively, the synapse cell current Icell is IW+ (=50 nA), and
when the input data and synaptic weight are 1 and −1, the Icell is -IW-. In the synaptic cell,
the W+ cell and W− cell adjust the program current to 50 nA within 1 % error through
program-verify-read operation, so the IW+ and IW- current are in the range of 49.5 nA
and 50.5 nA. On the other hand, when the input data is 0, The Icell is 0 regardless of the
synaptic weight.

Table 2. Functional truth table of synaptic cells with weights of +1, −1, and 0.

Input Synaptic Weight Icell

1 +1 IW+

1 −1 −IW−

1 0 0

0 +1 0

0 −1 0

0 0 0

Figure 3 shows the circuit of the synapse cell with programmable weights of +1, −1,
and 0. Synapse cell performs chip erase operation on the entire chip before program
operation. As shown in Table 3, the chip erase operation can be conducted when VERS, 0 V,
0 V, and floating voltage are applied to WL, SL, PL, and DL for both W+ and W− cells,
respectively; thus, the TFT eFlash cell current of both W+ and W− cell is less than 50 pA in
the OFF state. When the synaptic weight is +1 (−1), the W+ cell (W− cell) is programmed
in Figure 3. For programming of the selected W+ cell, the WP_WMb signal is set to ‘1’,
and the WL_P, SL_P, PL_P, and DL_P signals are set to 0 V, floating voltage, VPGM, and
floating voltage, respectively. During the programming of the selected W+ cell, a program
inhibits voltage (VINHP = 4 V) is applied to the WL_P of unselected W+ row cells to prevent
programming. For programming the unselected column cell as ‘0’, 0 V instead of VPGM
is applied to the PL_P. During the programming of the W+ cell, the WL_M and PL_M
signals for the W− cell are set to the VINHP and 0 V voltages to prevent W− cells from
programming, respectively. Next, to program the W− cell, the WP_WMb signal is set to ‘0’,
and the cell bias condition for programming the W+ cell can be identically applied to the
W− cell. To prevent the W+ cell from being programmed, the program inhibit condition is
also applied to the W+ cell.
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Table 3. Bias conditions of TFT eFlash cell for each operation mode.

Function WP_WMb Synapse Cell WL_P SL_P PL_P DL_P WL_M SL_M PL_M DL_M

Program
Mode

1

Sel. Row & Sel. Col
0 V

Floating

VPGM

Floating VINHP Floating 0 V Floating
Sel. Row & Unsel. Col 0 V

Unsel. Row & Sel. Col VINHP
VPGM

Unsel. Row & Unsel. Col 0 V

0

Sel. Row & Sel. Col

VINHP Floating 0 V Floating

0 V

Floating

VPGM

Floating
Sel. Row & Unsel. Col 0 V

Unsel. Row & Sel. Col VINHP
VPGM

Unsel. Row & Unsel. Col 0 V

Erase
Mode X Chip Erase VERS 0 V 0 V Floating VERS 0 V 0 V Floating

The 324 × 80 synapse cell array circuit of the first layer is shown in Figure 4. Since the
operation of two synapse arrays is similar, operations are explained using the first array as
an example. Erase mode applies an active high pulse to the erase signal ERS1 and activates
the write pulse signal WP1 high for the erase time of 10 ms (Figure 5a). When the erase
mode operation is performed, the W+ and W− cells of the 324 × 80 synapse cell array
in the first layer are erased simultaneously, and the TFT eFlash cell current drops below
50 pA. After the erase operation, the program data is loaded into the 80-bit page buffer
(Figure 5b). Then, the program mode operation is performed (Figure 5c). In program mode,
after applying a high pulse to PGM1, a 1-ms WP1 pulse is continuously applied 100 times.
In the program mode timing diagram, the READ1 pulse is always applied before the WP1
pulse is activated, and PVR operation is performed in the section where the READ1 pulse
is activated as high. In PVR operation, if the read current of the cell to be programmed
is less than 50 nA, the next incoming WP1 pulse continues the program operation for the
corresponding cell. In contrast, if the TFT eFlash cell current is more than 50 nA, the writing
mask (WM) signal becomes high and drives the corresponding PL voltage to 0 V, preventing
the corresponding cell from being programmed anymore. Figure 4b shows synapse cells
A, B, C, and D programmed into W+, W−, W−, and W− cells, respectively. In the read
mode, the READ1 signal is set to high, and then the MSB_EN1 and PWM1[15:0] signals for
8-bit PWM conversion are applied to the synapse array (Figure 5d). All WL_P and WL_M
signals are applied with 8-bit PWM pulses in the read mode. Figure 4c shows that when
VRD (=1.5 V) is applied to WL_P and WL_M, the current of 50nA (50 nA) and 0 nA (100
nA) flows through IDL_P[1] (IDL_M[1]) and IDL_P[80] (IDL_M[80]), respectively. Synapse
cell operation for binary/ternary weighted NN operation is completed by subtracting the
DL_M current from the DL_P current in the following neuron circuits.
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3.2. Pulse Width Modulation Circuit Using Deserializer and Global Signals

The deserializer of the first layer shown in Figure 1 is a circuit for dumping 8-bit data
to 324 rows. As shown in Figure 6, the deserializer circuit consists of 324 negative edge-
triggered D flip-flops (F/Fs) using an 8-bit data bus in the vertical direction. The serialized
input data SIN[7:0] comes in from the bottom, and each serialized input data shifts upward
in the vertical direction by one row at the falling edge of the clock signal. After 324 clock
cycles, all 8-bit input data are deserialized and connected to the input, POUT[7:0], of the
PWM conversion circuit inside the WL driving circuit located on each row.

To convert 8-bit digital input data into time domain information, the PWM conversion
circuit can be duplicated for each row. However, when a high frequency is used to obtain
an acceptable resolution and the number of rows is large, this structure may increase
hardware power consumption and area overhead. In addition, if the converted pulses have
multiple edges, linearity may be degraded due to non-idealities caused by multiple Icell
charging phases. The PWM conversion method [19] is adopted to solve this problem. It
generates a single continuous pulse using global signals PWM[15:0]. The PWM conversion
circuit consists of the shared module that generates the global signals (i.e., PWM[k] where
0 ≤ k ≤ 15) for PWM conversion and MUXs (i.e., 2:1 and 16:1 MUX) in each WL driver
block (Figure 7). Since a high-frequency clock is used only for one module to generate
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global signals that are shared by all rows, dynamic power consumption and area overhead
can be minimized. Additionally, the 16:1 MUX can be shared due to the two-step conversion
process to generate a single pulse for each row, reducing area overhead. The two-step
conversion process creates a PWM_WL signal with a pulse width proportional to the input
POUT[7:0] as follows:

PWMWL = MSBEN&PWM[Decimal(POUT[7 : 4])]
+MSBEN&PWM[Decimal(POUT[3 : 0])]= POUT[7 : 0]× tre f

(6)

where tref is the minimum pulse width. Since the value of unsigned four bits can be from
0 to 15, the pulse width of PWM[k] (=tPWM,k) is set as follows with an appropriate delay to
output a single pulse.

tPWM,k = (16× k + k)× tre f where k ∈ (0, 1, 2, . . . , 15) (7)
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For example, a two-step conversion process can be illustrated in Figure 8 when
POUT[7:0] is hexadecimal 32H. When the MSB_EN signal is ‘1’, 3H is multiplexed as
SEL[3:0] in the 2:1 MUX circuit. PWM[3] is then multiplexed in the 16:1 MUX circuit to
produce a width of 16 × tref × SEL[3:0] as the PWM_WL signal. When the MSB_EN signal
switches from ‘1’ to ‘0’, 2H is multiplexed as SEL[3:0] in the 2:1 MUX circuit. PWM[2] is
multiplexed in the 16:1 MUX circuit to produce a width of tref × SEL[3:0] as the PWM_WL
signal. Therefore, a single pulse PWM_WL signal having the total width of tref × POUT[7:0]
is finally output.
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3.3. Synaptic Driving Circuit

The proposed synaptic driving circuit has six modes, as shown in Table 4. The
page buffer load mode uploads the data to be programmed to the page buffer before
programming, and the shift register load mode loads 8-bit input data for each row through
the shift operation. The test read mode is used to test the read current of the TFT eFlash
cell after erasing or programming each W+ and W− cell in the synapse array. The WL
and PL drivers of the synaptic driving circuits require switching power supply voltages
(i.e., WL_HV and PL_HV voltages, respectively) that are changed for each operation mode.
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WL_HV is set to VERS (=8 V) for 10 ms in the chip erase mode and VINH (=4 V) in other
operation modes. The WL_PL voltage is set to VPGM (=7 V) with the pulse train where the
1-ms pulse width is repeated 100 times in program mode and VDD in other operation modes.

Table 4. Output voltages of HV switching circuit for each operation mode.

Operating Mode WL_HV PL_HV WRTb_PG WRT_NG WRTb_NG

Chip Erase VERS VDD 0 V WL_HV 0 V

Page Buffer Load VINH VDD WL_HV 0 V VDD

Program VINH VPGM 0 V WL_HV 0 V

Shift
Register Load VINH VDD WL_HV 0 V VDD

Read VINH VDD WL_HV 0 V VDD

Test Read VINH VDD WL_HV 0 V VDD

Figure 9 shows the WL_HV and PL_HV switching circuits for the power supply of
the WL and PL driver, respectively. In the WL_HV switching circuit (Figure 9a), VPP_SEL
(VPP_SELb) signal is set to VPP (0 V) in erase mode; thus, WL_HV switching circuit outputs
VPP (=VERS) voltage. On the other hand, in non-erase mode, the VPP_SEL (VPP_SELb)
signal is set to 0 V (VPP); thus, WL_HV switching circuit outputs VINH. MP3 and MP4
(MP5 and MP6) are transistors that connect the higher voltage between VPP and WL_HV
(WL_HV and VINH) to the N1 (N2) node. The PL_HV switching circuit in Figure 9b outputs
VPP (=VPGM) voltage through MP11 in program mode, and it outputs VDD through MP12
in other operation modes.
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Figure 9. HV switching circuit used in synaptic core circuit: (a) WL_HV switching circuit; (b) PL_HV
switching circuit.

The WL driving circuit using WL_HV switching power is shown in Figure 10. Since
WRT_NG, WRTb_PG, and WRTb_NG signals are set to 0 V, WL_HV, and 0 V in erase or
program mode (Table 4), respectively, the voltage of nodes N21 (N23) is transferred to
WL_P (WL_M). In non-erase or non-program mode, WRT_NG, WRTb_PG, and WRTb_NG
signals are set to WL_HV, 0 V, and VDD voltages, respectively, so the voltage of nodes N22
(N24) is transferred to WL_P (WL_M). Therefore, the voltages of WL_P and WL_M satisfy
the cell bias conditions in the erase and program mode of Table 3 and the conditions in the
test read and read mode of Table 5.
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Table 5. Cell bias conditions for ‘TEST read’ and ‘read’ mode in the proposed synaptic cell.

Function WP_WMb Synapse Cell WL_P SL_P PL_P DL_P WL_M SL_M PL_M DL_M

TEST
Read
Mode

1

Sel. Row & Sel. Col
VREAD

0 V 0 V

VDD

0 V 0 V 0 V

VDD

Sel. Row & Unsel. Col Floating Floating

Unsel. Row & Sel. Col
0 V

VDD VDD

Unsel. Row & Unsel. Col Floating Floating

0

Sel. Row & Sel. Col

0 V 0 V 0 V

VDD
VREAD

0 V 0 V

VDD

Sel. Row & Unsel. Col Floating Floating

Unsel. Row & Sel. Col VDD
0 V

VDD

Unsel. Row & Unsel. Col Floating Floating

Read
Mode X Sel. Row & Sel. Col PWM 0 V 0 V VDL PWM 0 V 0 V VDL

The PL driving circuit using the PL_HV switching power is shown in Figure 11a.
Suppose the program data is ‘1’ in program mode (Tables 3 and 5). When the WP_WMb
signal is ‘1’ and the read current of the selected W+ cell is less than 50 nA, the PL_P signal
outputs VPGM. On the other hand, when WP_WMb signal is ‘0’ and the read current of the
W− cell is less than 50 nA, the PL_M signal outputs VPGM to continue programming the
cell. In all other cases, the PL_P and PL_M signals are driven to 0 V. The SL driving circuit
is shown in Figure 11b. In program mode, MN31 and MN32 are turned off, so SL_P and
SL_M of all columns are floating. Additionally, the MN31 and MN32 transistors are turned
on to drive the SL_P and SL_M signals to 0 V.
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Figure 12 shows the current comparator circuit that compares whether the selected TFT
eFlash cell is programmed with 50 nA or not when program data is ‘1’ in program mode.
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In the read mode, the current comparator circuit transfers the Icell of W+ or W− cell to the
PMOS cascode current mirror (MP41, MP42, MP43, and MP44) through the DL_P line or
DL_M line controlled by the WP_DL_SEL and WM_DL_SEL signals, respectively. Since the
cascode current mirror ratio is 1:2, the output current is 2·Icell. If this 2·Icell current is smaller
(larger) than the reference current Iref (=100 nA), the iCELL_PGMb signal outputs ‘1’ (‘0’).
When the iCELL_PGMb signal changes from ‘1’ to ‘0’ while performing the PVR function in
program mode, the TFT eFlash cell current is programmed with more than the target current
(=50 nA) because the 2·Icell current is more than 100 nA. When performing the PVR function,
the proposed current sensing circuit maintains the N41 (N44) node voltage at VREF_VDL
(=2 V) using negative feedback with the opamp, DIFF41 (DIFF42), and MN43 (MN44). By
maintaining the cascode current mirror’s output voltage as VREF_VDL voltage, the current
variation by channel length modulation can be minimized in the cascode current mirror.
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4. Chip Packing Using Hybrid Bonding Technology

In commercial foundry service FAB, merging the TFT eFlash process with the CMOS
process is challenging due to the high-temperature process. Therefore, hybrid bonding
technology is proposed for packaging the proposed synaptic driving circuit die and the
TFT eFlash-based synapse array die (Figure 13). It consists of (1) bump bonding of a
0.35 µm CMOS die and a TFT eFlash die and (2) wire bonding with the 0.35 µm CMOS
die on the PCB substrate. When WL driver-related bump bonding pad is placed in each
row, the 324-row layout length impractically increases to 12,960 µm because the bump
bonding pad pitch is 40 µm. The row pitch size of the first layer can be reduced by half
by placing the four bump bonding pads of two row-related signals (i.e., two WL_P and
two WL_M) parallel in one row (Figure 14). The proposed accelerator with a network size
of 324 × 80 × 10 is designed with a 9 mm × 9 mm layout size using a standard 0.35 µm
CMOS process, and two eFlash-based synapse arrays are fabricated using conventional
CMOS technology (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. (a) Layout of the proposed accelerator chip designed using 0.35 µm CMOS process, and
(b) fabricated eFlash-based synapse arrays using conventional CMOS technology.

5. Simulation Results

For circuit verification, a simulation was performed using Synopsys Hspice. Figure 16
shows the simulation result for the erase mode under the conditions of VDD = 5 V, TT
model parameter, and temp. = 25 ◦C for the first-layer synapse array IP of the proposed
system designed using the 0.35 µm CMOS process. When the ERS signal is applied, the
gate voltage of the cell (WL_P and WL_M) is set to the VERS (=8 V) voltage. Additionally,
the p-poly line (PL_P and PL_M) and source (SL_P and SL_M) are set to 0 V. Since W+ and
W− cells are turned on by VERS, drain (DL_P and DL_M) are biased to the source voltage.
All cells’ data in each synapse array are erased under the bias condition in Table 3.
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Figure 17 shows simulation results for the program mode under the conditions of
VDD = 5 V, TT model parameter, temp. = 25 ◦C. When the PGM signal is applied, the PVR
function is performed by the READ signal. In the case of 49-nA Icell with iCELL_PGMb = ‘1’,
the corresponding eFlash cell is treated as an unprogrammed cell because Icell does not
reach the target current (=50 nA ± 0.5 nA). So, the cell continues to be programmed by the
WP (Write Program) signal. In contrast, in the case of 49.5-nA Icell with iCELL_PGMb = ‘0’,
the program operation of the cell is performed because Icell satisfies the target current. The
selected cell is no longer programmed when the WM (Write Mask) signal is ‘1’. Therefore,
the proposed circuit can accurately program the Icell with the target current using the
current comparator in Figure 13.
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Figure 18 shows the read simulation result with the parasitic extraction when the shift
register of 324 rows is loaded with hexadecimal FFH in the synaptic driving circuit of the
first synapse array where all W+ (W-) cells are programmed as ‘1’ (‘0’). To generate Io in (1),
the gate (WL_P and WL_M) is biased to 1.5 V during the modulated pulse width of FFH (i.e.,
tref × 15× (16 + 1)). As a result of the read operation, Io (i.e., DL_P current – DL_M current)
is reduced from 16.2 µA (=Icell × 324) to 14.8 µA by IR drop due to the parasitic resistance.
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loaded with hexadecimal FF.

When compared with memory cells in previous works, the proposed TFT eFlash cell
can be programmed at 50 nA, reducing the power consumption in current-mode PIM
operation (Table 6).

Table 6. Comparison of the memory cell.

Metric TVLSI’21 [25] VLSI’00 [27] JSSC’13 [28] This Work

Process 40 nm RRAM 0.25 µm Logic 65 nm Logic 0.35 µm Logic

Cell Type RRAM FG eFlash FG eFlash TFT eFlash

Erase Method Filament FN tunneling FN Tunneling Electron injection

Program Method Filament CHE Injection FN Tunneling Hole Injection

Cell Current
(ON state) 100 µA >10 µA 2.19 µA 50 nA

For digital circuit implementation, synthesis and auto PnR are performed using Syn-
opsys Design Compiler and IC Compiler, respectively. To validate the timing performance,
post-layout static timing analysis is then performed in the best (FF corner, 5.5 V, 0 ◦C) and
worst (SS corner, 4.5 V, 125 ◦C) cases using Synopsys PrimeTime. Digital blocks include
a serializer for the off-chip interface, an eFlash write/read control block, a row/column
decoder, a multi-clock generator, a system control block, and a global timing signal genera-
tor for PWM. When the maximum frequency of 64 MHz is applied, the minimum timing
margin is 0.51 ns for setup in the worst case and 0.14 ns for hold in the best case (Figure 19).
Power consumption of the synthesized digital blocks is estimated to be 19.5 mW (31.6 mW)
in the worst (best) corner using Synopsys PrimeTime after auto PnR.

Post-layout simulation is performed to derive DC performance of the PWM conversion
circuit. Since the 4-phase 32-MHz (i.e., effective 128-MHz) clock is used for PWM to achieve
the maximum width of less than 2 µs, the ideal value for tref is 7.815 ns (=1 LSB). The
integral nonlinearity error (INL) is [−0.11 LSB, 028 LSB] and [−0.25 LSB, 0.71 LSB] in the
best and worst cases, respectively, as shown in Figure 20.
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6. Conclusions

A TFT eFlash memory-based PIM hardware for edge computing is designed and laid
out using a 0.3 µm CMOS process. The prototype chip includes 324 × 80 × 10 synapse
arrays composed of the eFlash-based binary/ternary weighted synaptic cells that can be
programmed with negative weight values.

The proposed synaptic driving circuit uses a high voltage switching power circuit to
perform erase and program operations of the synaptic array. To improve the operation
accuracy of PIM during the read operation, the proposed circuit precisely programs the
sensing current of the eFlash cell to a target current of 50 nA ± 0.5 nA using a program
pulse train. In addition, a global signal-based PWM conversion circuit is used to improve
linearity in the synaptic sensing current integration step of the neuron circuit by converting
8-bit input data into one continuous pulse.

Finally, hybrid bonding technology is used to (1) connect the two dies by bump
bonding and (2) connect the die and the PCB by wire bonding. When applied, two
separately manufactured dies can be combined into a single package. It is expected to be
applied to the design of non-volatile memory-based accelerator chips (e.g., large-capacity
NAND eFlash).
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